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Section 1
INTRODUCTION
When a space probe passes close to a large mass such as a planet, its
trajectory is significantly altered. H the approach meets certain con-
ditions at the passing planet, then the space probe can be deflected so that
its new path intercepts another planet in the solar system. A trajectory
utilizing an intermediate planet in this manner is called a planetary swingby
Lrajec_ury. Once every i79 years, four of the Jovian planets are positioned
such that a single space probe launched from Earth can swing by each of them
in succession. A mission of this type has been named a "Grand Tour" and
involves the planets of Jupiter, Saturrl, Uranus, and Neptune. The next
opportunity for missions of this type occurs between 1976 and 1980.
In addition to the normal "Grand Tour" missions, the opportunity also
exists during this same period for missions to Jupiter-Saturn-Pluto and also
Jupiter-Uranus-Neptune. These missions are called "Alternate Grand Tours."
Saturn is bypassed for one of the alternate missions thus eliminating problems
associated with interior and exterior ring passages at Saturn. The probability
of obtaining successful data on Jupiter, Uranus, and Neptune would be higher
than missions involving Saturn.
Three launch opportunities occur for missions to Jupiter-Uranus-Neptune:
1978, 1979, and 1980.
Due to the relative positions of Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto during
the Grand Tour opportunities (Pluto is behind Uranus and Neptune), it is not
feasible to encounter all five outer planets on one mission; however, a mission
to Jupiter, Saturn, and Pluto is possible. Four launch opportunities for this
mission occur between 1976 and 1979.
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This document is a tabulation of trajectory data for the two alternate
Grand Tour missions mentioned above which occur between 1976 and 1980.
The format of this document is similar to that of Volume 2 (Ref. 1) which
tabulates trajectory data for the primary Grand Tour mission.
Generation of Data
_.^ _+_n _nnir traiectorv data presented in this document was genera-
ted with the LMSC SWISTO computer program (Ref. Z). SWISTO contains an
internal ephemeris routine which treats all planetary orbits as eccentric,
mutually inclined ellipses that are fixed in space. The orbital parameters
adopted for the program were extracted chiefly from the Explanatory Supple-
ment to the British Ephemeris (Ref. 3), and are presented in Table 1-1;
they are not purported to be the most accurate or up-to-date values obtain-
able for these constants; however, they are entirely in keeping with the fixed-
ellipse model adapted for the calculations, and with the limited-accuracy
requirements for preliminary design data. Also shown are the synodic
periods between each body and Earth.
Tabulation of Data
The trajectories contained in this report are divided into two sections,
which correspond to the two alternate Grand Tour mission types. Section Z
is a tabulation of data for trajectories to the planets Jupiter-Saturn-Pluto.
Section 3 is a tabulation of data for trajectories to the planets Jupiter-Uranus-
Neptune. With either section, the data are divided according to the year of
Earth departure. For every year and mission type, the data fall into two
classes :
Jupite r -Saturn-Pluto Miss ions
Earth-Jupiter-Saturn data
Jupiter-Saturn-Pluto data
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Jupiter -Uranus -Neptune Miss ions
Earth-Jupiter-Uranus data
Jupiter-Uranus-Neptune data
The first planet is designated as the departure planet, the second as the pas-
sage planet, and the third as the arrival planet.
The basic block of data has the same format throughout this report.
It contains three horizontal lines, of which the first two are similar. The
first line describes the departure-planet-to-passage-planet phase. The
second line describes the passage-planet-to-arrival-planet phase. The
third line contains additional passage parameters.









............................ LINE 1 ........................
Julian date of departure; reckoned from JD 240-0000.
Julian date of passage; reckoned from JD 240-0000.
Square of the hyperbolic excess velocity at the departure planet,
in kilometers squared per second squared.
Right ascension of hyperbolic departure velocity vector
(hyperbolic asymptote); measured in degrees along the local
planetary equator eastward from the "vernal equinox, " i.e., where
the path of the Sun rises above the equator of departure planet.
Declination of hyperbolic departure velocity vector;
measured in degrees positive northward and negative south-
ward from the planet's equator.
Inclination of heliocentric transfer conic to departure planet's
• . O "Sorbit, m degrees; zero is forward, -90 1 perpendicular south-
ward, +90 ° is perpendicular northward and +180 ° is backward.
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Heliocentric speed of departure, normalized to Earth's mean
orbital speed.
Heliocentric angle of departure, in degrees; measured in the
heliocentric transfer plane counter-clockwise from the outward
heliocentric radius vector to the departure heliocentric velocity
vector.
Eccentricity of the heliocentric transfer conic from the departure
planet to the passage planet.
Semi-major axis of the transfer conic from the departure planet









True anomaly of the departure point on the heliocentric transfer
orbit, in degrees.
True anomaly of the passage point, in degrees.
Perihelion distance on the transfer conic between the departure
planet and the passage planet, in AU. This value is listed
only if the vehicle traverses perihelion during the transfer.
Aphelion distance on the transfer conic between the departure
planet and the passage planet, in AU. This value is listed only
if the vehicle traverses aphelion during the transfer.
Inclination of transfer conic to the passage planet's orbit, in
degrees.
Heliocentric approach speed at passage planet, normalized to
Earth's mean orbital speed.
Heliocentric angle of approach at passage planet, in degrees;
measured clockwise from the inward heliocentric radius vector
to the velocity vector in the transfer plane. Note that this angle
is measured opposite in sense to PSI1.
Analogous to departure velocity case; note, however, that this
is the right ascension of the position at which the arrival velocity
vector would emerge again from the passage planet's celestial
sphere. This convention for reckoning asymptote directions is
useful when calculating swingby trajectories. When the trajectory
is unperturbed by the passage planet the approach and departure
asymptotes have exactly the same right ascensions and declina-
tions. By noting the difference in RA of the two asymptotes,
the analyst may obtain a rough but rapid estimate of the bend
angle without performing trigonometric calculations.
5















Declination of hyperbolic arrival velocity vector,
measured in degrees positive northward and negative
southward from the passage planet's equator.
Square of the hyperbolic excess arrival velocity at the passage
planet, in kilometers squared per second squared.
....................... LINE 2 ...............................
Julian date of passage; reckoned from JD 240-0000.
Julian date of arrival; reckoned fromJD 240-0000.
Square of the hyperbolic excess departure velocity at
the passage planet, in kilometers squared per second
squared.
Right ascension of hyperbolic departure velocity vector
(hyperbolic asymptote); measured in degrees along the local
planetary equator eastward from the "vernal equinox, " i.e.,
where the Sun's path rises above the passage planet's equator.
Declination of hyperbolic departure velocity vector,
measured in degrees positive northward and negative south-
ward from the passage planet's equator.
Inclination of transfer orbit to passage planet's orbit, in
degrees; zero is forward, -90 ° is perpendicular southward,
+90 ° is perpendicular northward, and --+180 ° is backward.
Heliocentric speed of departure from the passage planet,
normalized to Earth's mean orbital speed.
Heliocentric angle of departure from the passage planet, in
degrees; measured in the transfer plane counterclockwise from
the outward heliocentric radius vector to the departure velocity
vector.
Eccentricity of the heliocentric transfer orbit from the passage
planet to the arrival planet.
Semi-major axis of the transfer conic from the passage planet
to the arrival planet, in AU.
True anomaly of passage point in degrees.
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True anomaly of the arrival point, in degrees.
Perihelion distance on the transfer conic between the passage
planet and the arrival planet, in AU. This value is listed only
if the vehicle traverses perihelion during the transfer.
Aphelion distance on the transfer conic between the passage
planet and the arrival planet, in AU. This value is listed only
if the vehicle traverses aphelion during the transfer.
Inclination of transfer conic to the arrival planet's orbit, in
degrees.
Heliocentric approach speed at arrival planet, normalized to
Earth's mean orbital speed.
Heliocentric angle of approach at arrival planet, in degrees;
measured clockwise from the inward heliocentric radius vector
to the velocity vector in the transfer plane. Note that this angle
is measured opposite in sense to PSI1.
Analogous to the right ascension at the passage planet in Line 1,
in degrees.
Declination of hyperbolic departure velocity vector,
measured in degrees positive northward and negative south-
ward from the arrival planet's equator.
Square of the hyperbolic excess arrival velocity at the arrival
planet, in kilometers squared per second squared.
......................... LINE 3 ...........................
Radius of closest approach to passage planet, in planet radii.
Bend angle at passage planet measured from the positive approach
asymptote to the positive departure asymptote, in degrees.
Velocity at pericenter passage, normalized to Earth's mean
orbital speed.
Semi-major axis of the passage hyperbola, in planet radii.
Eccentricity of the passage hyperbola.
Maximum value of true anomaly; also the angle between the
pericenter radius vector and either asymptote, in degrees.
7
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Inclination of the plane of the passage hyperbola to the equator
of the passage planet, in degrees.
Right ascension and declination of pericenter with respect to
the passage planet's equator and equinox, in degrees.
Right ascension and declination of the Sun with respect to the
r.... =_ r,.a--,._ o ,.,_.a_,_. ,,.*,u equiiiox, gr s
Angle between the vector to pericenter and the vector to the
Sun, in degrees.
Lighting condition at sub-pericenter point (light side or dark
side) and passage condition.
Velocity increment required for correcting pericenter passage
distance, in kilometers per second.
In this document, the basic block of data describes a trajectory from a
departure planet via a passage planet to an arrival planet. The trajectory is
identified by the departure, passage, and arrival dates. A four-planet (either
an Earth-Jupiter-Saturn-Pluto or an Earth-Jupiter-Uranus-Neptune)trajectory,
identified by the four dates at which the planets are encountered, is the desired
result. A three-planet trajectory can be extended forward or backward by
interpolation in the tables.
As an example, suppose an Earth-Jupiter-Saturn trajectory has departure,
passage, and arrival dates d 1, d Z, and d3, respectively. To extend the tra-
jectory forward, the Jupiter-Saturn-Pluto table is used. The required tra-
jectory departs Jupiter at d Z, passes Saturn at d3, and arrives at Pluto. In
general, these dates do not occur in the Jupiter-Saturn-Pluto table, and the
trajectory must be found by interpolation in the two independent variables,
the date at Jupiter and the date at Saturn.





Gatzke, H.W. and M.F. Jones, "Trajectories for the 1976-1980 Grand
Tour Opportunities, Volume II: Trajectory Data, " NASA CR-61305,
July 1969.
Mead, C.W. and M. F. Jones, "Optimization of Ephemerdial Parameters
for Minimum Propellant Reguirements on Multiplanet Roundtrip Swingby-
Stopover Missions," LMSC/HREC A791436, Lockheed Missiles & Space
Company, Huntsville, Aia., May i968.
Nautical Almanac Officers of the United Kingdom and the United States
of America, "Explanation Supplement to the Astronomical Ephemeris
and the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac, " London, Her
Majesty's Stationary Office, 1961.
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Section 2
TRAJECTORY DATA FOR THE ALTERNATE GRAND TOUR
MISSION INVOLVING THE PLANETS
EARTH, JUPITER, SATURN, PLUTO
i0
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1976 GRAND TOUR ALTERNATE 1
EAR TH-JUPITER -SATURN TRAJECTORIES
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EARTH, JUPITER, URANUS, NEPTUNE
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